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• Geometry of the GEp 12 GeV2 configuration 
• Options for lead shielding 
• Results 
•  With lead shielding 
•  Without lead shielding 
•  Comparison 

• To-do 



GEp 12 GeV2 layout 

•  Finalized details for: 
•  Field clamps, vacuum snout, snout windows + flanges, scattering chamber vacuum volume, 

downstream beampipe w/bellows, magnetic shielding, corrector dipole magnets 
•  Still to be finalized: Walls and flanges of the scattering chamber (should not matter for backgrounds or 

acceptances), SBS magnet beam slot dimensions (current description approximate), lead shielding, target 
design 



Lead shielding concepts 

Trapezoidal insert 
and rectangular bar 

Vertical walls 

•  Snout window edges/flanges and downstream beamline elements are significant sources of background 
•  Attempt to block with a vertical “trapezoid” insert and rectangular lead bar across top of field clamp gap: 

•  Trapezoid edge at large angle is parallel to edge of pole shim 
•  Trapezoid edge at small angle is parallel to beam direction 
•  Trapezoid thickness along SBS axis is 13.6 cm 

•  Vertical walls, 5 cm thick.  
•  1st wall has same height as SBS magnet beam slot 
•  2nd wall has height of 24 inches (compared to max. beam pipe diameter of 14 inches)—should be high enough to block all direct line-

of-sight from beampipe to GEMs. 



Lead shielding 



Lead Shielding 



Lead Shielding 



Rate comparison, Front Tracker 

•  Total hit rate per unit area by layer, Front tracker: 
•  No lead 
•  With lead 



Rate comparison, FPP1 

•  Total hit rate per unit area by layer, FPP1: 
•  No lead 
•  With lead 



Rate comparison, FPP2 

•  Total hit rate per unit area by layer, FPP2: 
•  No lead 
•  With lead 



Rate vs x (dispersive coordinate) comparison 

•  Hit rate per unit area vs. x (dispersive direction) coordinate, layer 1 of FT (in meters): 
•  No lead 
•  With lead 



Rate vs y (non-dispersive coordinate) comparison 

•  Hit rate per unit area vs. y (non-dispersive direction) coordinate, layer 1 of FT (in meters): 
•  No lead 
•  With lead 



Momentum Distribution, layer 1 FT (no lead) 



Energy deposition, FT 

•  Electrons 
•  Others (including γ) 



Energy deposition vs. track momentum 

•  Energy deposition vs. track initial momentum before the step in which energy was deposited 
•  Very low energy tracks exhibit “threshold” effect—possible artifact of low-energy cutoffs in 

GEANT4 



Edep vs p, electrons, p < 0.5 MeV 

•  Electron energy deposition exhibits “threshold” effects for momenta p ~< 0.2 MeV 
•  This is probably an effect of GEANT4 tracking cuts—energy threshold for each particle/

material computed by determining energy at which range falls below 0.7 mm.  



Rate vs. particle type, FT 

Electrons Pions 

Protons 

•  Average rates per layer FT for electrons, pions, 
protons (particles that actually deposit energy in 
GEMs) 

•  Direct rates due to gammas/others negligible 
fraction of total  

•  Pions/protons mostly high-energy 
•  Electrons mostly low-energy 
•  88 kHz/cm2/layer “irreducible” due to high-

energy pions/protons from target 
•  Remaining ~600 kHz/cm2/layer due to low-

energy electrons 



Sources of background (without lead) 

•  ~480 kHz/cm2/layer in which mother of electron that deposited energy is a gamma 
•  Of this, about 380 kHz directly from the target 



Electrons produced in GEMs 

•  Another ~120 kHz/cm2/layer in which mother particles of electrons depositing energy are 
electrons 

•  Predominantly produced in the GEMs themselves 



Sources of e-/e+ produced in GEMs (no lead) 

•  Virtually all of the “electron-induced” hit rate in the FT is actually photon-induced 
•  Going back two “bounces” in the history of particles that deposit energy, we see that: 

•  γ à e-/e+ in GEM àsecondary e-/e+ à deposits energy, creates hit 
•  Of these, approximately 93 kHz/cm2/layer are produced in the target 



Sources of background (with lead) 

•  For “direct” photon-induced backgrounds, rate from materials close to snout decreases by 
~1/3rd, not totally suppressed by new lead shielding.  

•  Rate from first corrector dipole largely suppressed 



Electrons in GEMs (with lead) 



“Two-bounce” gammas with lead 

•  For “two-bounce” gammas, extra lead reduces rate from non-target sources by ~10%. 



Preliminary conclusions 
•  Extra lead shielding reduces FT layer 1 hit rate by ~12% 
•  Shielding of the downstream beamline leads to larger 

decreases in FPP1/FPP2 rate 
•  ~18% for layer 1 of FPP2 
•  Average of ~30% decrease for FPP2 (average over all layers) 

• About 1/6th of the total FT layer 1 hit rate is induced by 
high-energy charged particles from the target 
(irreducible background) 
•  Low-energy hit rate dominated by e+/e- secondaries, 

virtually all of which are photon-induced at either one 
or two “bounces” back in the GEANT4 “particle 
history” 
•  Even after added lead shielding, ~12% of FT layer 1 

low-energy hit rate originates from sources other than 
target 



To-do: 
• Study effect of target thickness and cell radius 

(underway), conical vs. cylindrical shape, etc. 
•  Any non-linear increase with target thickness? 
•  Would narrower target (smaller radius) decrease (due to 

less material) or increase (due to less absorption) 
background rate?  

• Finalize geometries, inform shielding and target 
design 


